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Abstract—Information theory is increasingly being employed in the study of complex systems, particularly in the fields of neuroscience and artificial life. While domain-specific tools for information analysis are certainly valuable, high-performance and general-purpose toolkits can ensure better reproducibility and faster research turnover. We introduce Inform, an open-source and cross-platform C library for information-theoretic analysis of complex systems. Inform provides a host of functions to estimate information-theoretic measures from time series data. This includes classical information-theoretic measures (e.g. entropy, mutual information) and measures of information dynamics (e.g. active information storage, transfer entropy), but also several less common, yet powerful information-based concepts such as effective information, information flow and integration measures. However, what makes Inform unique is that it exposes a lower-level API allowing users to construct measures of their own, and includes a suite of utility functions that can be used to augment and extend the built-in functionality. Significant effort went into designing Inform’s API to make its use from other languages as simple as possible. We describe Inform’s overall design and implementation including details of validation techniques and plans for future development. We present evidence that suggests that Inform’s computational performance is at least comparable to the Java Information Dynamics Toolkit (JIDT), which is taken to be the gold-standard for the field. We provide several examples to guide users and provide information about higher-level language wrappers for Python, R, Julia and Mathematica.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information theory is extensively employed in the study of complex systems with applications from computational neuroscience [1]–[18] to artificial life [19]–[27]. This largely arises from the view that the global properties of complex systems emerge from the distributed computations performed by its components [28]–[30]. Computing these measures is computationally demanding and researchers interested in performing information analysis of complex systems require efficient software. A number of domain-specific tools have been developed to calculate measures such as transfer entropy (e.g. TRENTOOL [31] and MuTE [32]), Granger causality (MVGC [33]), and Kolmogorov complexity (e.g. ACSS [34] and OACC [35]). But while one-off, domain-specific tools can be developed for each problem, a better approach is to develop general-purpose tools which can be applied across domains. This improves reproducibility and provides a common language for researchers in the field. The current standard for such a general-purpose, information-theoretic toolkit is the Java Information Dynamics Toolkit (JIDT) [36].

In this work, we introduce Inform: an open-source, general-purpose and cross-platform C library for analyzing the information architectural of complex systems from discretely-valued time series data. Inform v1.0.0 is released 1 under the MIT license, and is publicly available on GitHub at https://github.com/elife-asu/inform. Inform is designed to make empirically estimating common information-theoretic measures as simple as possible, while also exposing a powerful API that users can use to implement specialized measures for their specific problem domains. While Inform includes all of the basic information measures such as entropy and mutual information, it also provides common measures of information dynamics, e.g. transfer entropy [37], [38] and active information storage [39], as well as less common information-theoretic concepts such as effective information [40] and information flow [41]. Additionally, Inform provides functions to empirically estimate probability distributions from observed data, a suite of low-level information-theoretic functions defined over those distributions, and a collection of utilities that can be combined with the other components of the library to produce intricate and complex analysis tools.

Most importantly, Inform was designed from the start to be easy to call from higher-level programming languages such as Python and R. Much of today’s scientific computing is done in higher-level, dynamic languages, often at the expense of computational performance. The language wrappers allow users to work in their chosen language, with its own features and idioms, all the while benefiting from the optimized algorithms implemented in Inform.

We begin with an introduction to the design and implementation of Inform in section II, with specific focus on the

1Release date: 15 October 2017
2Download and installation instructions can be found on the project’s landing page.
version 1.0.0 release\(^3\). We describe the overall architecture of Inform in section II-A, focusing on each of the four major components of inform: distributions, information measures, time series measures and utilities. In section II-B, we review the steps taken to ensure the validity and stability of the library. Section II-C describes a few of the shortcomings and missing features of Inform v1.0.0 that are planned for future releases. With section III, we turn to considerations of performance. For the purposes of comparison, we take Lizier’s Java Information Dynamics Toolkit (JIDT) \(^{36}\) as the gold-standard for the field. We focus primarily on the active information and transfer entropy time series measures, and show that Inform’s performance is at least comparable, and at times superior, to JIDT’s. Finally, section IV presents demonstrative examples of how to use the Inform framework. Sections IV-A to IV-D offer simple use cases for each of Inform v1.0.0’s major components. In section IV-E, we conclude with a discussion of the current ecosystem of language wrappers maintained or under active development.

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Inform (MIT license)\(^4\) is a general-purpose library for information-theoretic analysis of empirical time series data. Much of the design of Inform has focused on making the library as intuitive and easy to use as possible, all the while attempting to provide powerful features that other toolkits lack. Some of Inform’s features include:

- Optimized implementations of many common information-theoretic time series measures, including block entropy, mutual information, complete and apparent transfer entropy, active information storage and predictive information.
- Optimized implementations of less common concepts such as effective information, information flow, and evidence for integration.
- All time series measures include local and average variants where applicable\(^5\).
- An empirical probability distribution structure and a suite of basic information-theoretic functions built around it.
- A collection of utility functions, such as black boxing nodes in a network. That is, this function models drawing an apparent transfer entropy, active information storage and predictive information.
- No external library dependencies.

Inform is implemented in cross-platform C, and can be built on any system with a C11-compliant\(^6\) compiler.

A. Architecture

Information theory largely focuses on quantifying information within probability distributions. To model this, Inform is designed around the concept of an empirical probability distribution. These distributions are used to define functions which compute information theoretic quantities. From these basic building blocks, an entire host of time series measures are implemented. Intuitively, the time series measures construct empirical distributions and call the appropriate information-theoretic functions. These three components – distributions, information measures and time series measures – form Inform’s core functionality. Additionally, Inform provides a suite of utilities that can be used to augment and extend it’s core functionality. We now detail how these components are implemented and interact with each other to provide a cohesive toolkit.

Inform’s empirical probability distributions are implemented by the inform_dist structure. This structure stores the relative frequencies of observed events which can then be used to estimate each event’s probability. The Inform library provides a suite of functions built around inform_dist which makes it easy for users to allocate and de-allocate distributions, accumulate observations and output probability estimates. It is important to note that Inform’s empirical distributions are only defined for discrete events. Subsequent releases will natively support continuous data (section II-C).

Inform uses the inform_dist structure to provide well-defined implementations of many Shannon information measures. The canonical example of such a function is:

```c
double inform_shannon_entropy(inform_dist const *dist, double b);
```

which computes the base-\(b\) entropy of the distribution \(\text{dist}\). Each measure in the suite takes some number of distributions and the logarithmic base as arguments, ensures that they are all valid\(^7\), and returns the desired quantity. Inform v1.0.0 only provides information measures based on Shannon’s notion of entropy, but other types are planned for future releases (section II-C).

Inform’s final core component is a suite of measures defined over time series. The version 1.0.0 release includes 15 time series measures with average and local variants provided where applicable. Each measure essentially performs some variation on the same basic procedure: accumulate observations from the time series into empirical distributions and use them to compute some distribution-based information measure. Table I provides a complete list of the time series measures provided in Inform v1.0.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block entropy</td>
<td>( -\sum p(i) \log p(i) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual information</td>
<td>( \sum p(x,y) \log \frac{p(x,y)}{p(x)p(y)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparent transfer entropy</td>
<td>( \sum p(x) \log \frac{p(x)}{p(x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active information</td>
<td>( \sum p(x,y) \log \frac{p(x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive information</td>
<td>( \sum p(x) \log \frac{p(y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective information</td>
<td>( \sum p(x) \log \frac{p(x)}{p(y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information flow</td>
<td>( \sum p(x) \log \frac{p(y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information storage</td>
<td>( \sum p(x) \log \frac{p(x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information contraction</td>
<td>( \sum p(x) \log \frac{p(x)}{p(x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final component of Inform is the utility suite. One of the greatest challenges of building a general-purpose library is ensuring that it can be applied to problems that are outside of the author’s initial use cases. Inform attempts to do this by first exposing the basic components of the library, distributions and information measures, and then providing utility functions that can be used to augment the core functionality. One particular example of this is the inform_black_box\(^8\) function which

\(^3\)With the version 1.0.0 release, Inform is switching to semantic versioning. For more information, see http://semver.org/.

\(^4\)https://github.com/elife-asu/inform

\(^5\)Measures such as effective information do not have accepted local variants.


\(^7\)An empirical distribution is considered invalid if it has no recorded events.

\(^8\)The naming of this function is intended to bring to mind the process of “black boxing” nodes in a network. That is, this function models drawing an opaque box around a collection of nodes and treating them as one unit with no known internal structure.
B. Validation

Inform was developed using a test-driven approach: unit tests were written for each component before implementing the component itself. Consequently, all features in Inform have been thoroughly unit tested to ensure that they perform as expected. In fact, the bulk of the development effort went into testing, and test code accounts for roughly 60% of the entire source distribution.

To ensure cross-platform support, continuous integration services are employed to build and run all unit tests on multiple platforms. Travis CI\(^9\) builds currently ensure support for Linux with the gcc 4.6.3 and clang 3.4 compilers, and Mac OS X with AppleClang 7.3.0.7030031. AppVeyor\(^10\) builds ensure support for Windows with Microsoft Visual Studio 14 2015. Code coverage reports are currently in the works, and will be hosted by CodeCov\(^11\) in coming releases.

C. Future Development

Inform is a relatively new project compared to more mature, established toolkits in its niche. While it has many features that make it unique, it does lack some important functionality. Here we describe three features that are planned for subsequent releases: support for continuously-valued data, time series-based accumulation methods, and information measures based on non-Shannon entropies.

Inform’s most notable shortcoming is its requirement that data be discretely-valued. If users have continuously-valued time series, their only option under the version 1.0.0 release is to discretize them\(^12\). Discretization has the advantage of being computationally efficient, running with complexity \(O(N)\) in the length of the time series \(N\). However, this comes at the cost of some accuracy. An alternative approach is to use continuous distribution estimation techniques, such as kernel density estimation [37], [38], [54], [55]. Continuous estimators typically offer better accuracy, but often at the expense of computational efficiency and the addition of sensitive parameters [36]. Support for continuous estimators is planned for the version 2.0.0 release.

Another feature that will broaden Inform’s applicability is time series-based accumulation methods. The version 1.0.0 implementations of all of Inform’s time series measures require that all time series be stored in memory. This has the advantage of simplicity, and is sufficient for many applications on modern computing hardware. However, this requirement makes Inform less applicable to problems with very large time series or with data that is generated in real-time. One option for getting around this restriction is to provide facilities to incrementally accumulate observations into probability distributions. The \texttt{inform_dist} structure already provides this basic functionality, but to actually use it to solve this problem requires substantial book-keeping on the user’s part. A much more convenient approach would be to expose a structure for each time series measure, and provide accumulation functions built around that structure. An example of what this kind of API might look like for active information follows below, and is planned for the version 1.1.0 release.

\begin{verbatim}
typedef struct inform_ai_dist inform_ai_dist;
int inform_active_info_accumulate(inform_ai_dist *dist, int const *series, size_t n, size_t m, inform_error *err);
double inform_get_active_info(inform_ai_dist const *dist);
double *inform_get_local_active_info(inform_ai_dist const *dist, double *ai, inform_error *err);
\end{verbatim}

The final feature that we will discuss here is the addition of non-Shannon entropies. Shannon’s famous entropy of a discrete random variable \(X\) with possible outcomes \(\{x_1, \ldots, x_N\}\),

\[
H(X) = -\sum_{i=0}^{n} p(x_i) \log p(x_i),
\]  

is the unique functional form that satisfies Shannon’s four axioms [42]. However, when the axioms are relaxed or otherwise modified many functional forms become possible. Two such entropic forms include Rényi entropy [56]

\[
H_\alpha(X) = \frac{1}{1-\alpha} \log \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} p(x_i)\alpha \right),
\]

and Tsallis-Havrda-Charvát entropy [57], [58]

\[
S_q(X) = \frac{1}{q-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} p(x_i)q.
\]

\(^9\)https://travis-ci.org/ELIFE-ASU/Inform
\(^10\)https://ci.appveyor.com/project/dglmoores/inform-vx977
\(^11\)https://codecov.io/gh/ELIFE-ASU/Inform
\(^12\)Inform provides time series discretization functions such as \texttt{inform_bin}, \texttt{inform_bin_step} and \texttt{inform_bin_bound} as part of it’s utility suite.
These distinct functional forms may offer insight into information processing in non-ergodic systems, for example. Support for alternative entropies is planned for the version 1.2.0 release.

Of course, these are only a few of the planned additions to Inform. Users are encouraged to visit the Issues page\textsuperscript{13} to see plans for future releases, suggest features, or report bugs.

III. PERFORMANCE

Inform’s implementation of common time series measures shows comparable performance with standard toolkits. To showcase this, we compare Inform’s implementations of active information (AI) and transfer entropy (TE) with those of JIDT [36], which we take as the standard for the field.

Time series for this analysis were generated from multi-agent simulations of 50 agents collectively making a decision between two options: red and blue. In addition, each agent could be in one of two phases: exploration of an option quality or dissemination of an option preference. As such, the time series for each agent is a base-4 sequence of agent states. Four data sets were generated, each with 1000 simulations of 1001 time steps. Each simulation began with the population in a random initial state. Two of the data sets simulated the decision making process for a population using a majority rule decision model, while the remaining two used the voter model [59].

To evaluate the performance of the toolkits, every trial computed the AI of each agent for history lengths \(2 \leq k \leq 12\), and the TE between each pair of agents with \(2 \leq k \leq 12\) or until computational resources were exhausted. Probability distributions were estimated from the entire data set, i.e. using all of the initial conditions. Ten trials were performed for each data set. The calculations were timed and averaged over all four data sets and ten trials. Run times only included the time spent looping over the agent combinations and computing the relevant values. Time spent reading data from files, comparing results, etc. was not considered.

All performance tests were single-threaded and run on two systems: an Apple Mac Pro (Intel Xeon E5 @ 3.7GHz, 12GB RAM) running Mac OS X Sierra, and a Microsoft Surface Pro (Intel i5 @ 1.7GHz, 4GB RAM) running Windows 10.

The average run time for each computation is plotted versus history length in Figure 1. Both Inform and JIDT show similar performance for all history lengths, and exhibit similar exponential scaling. However, the rate of the scaling is apparently slower in Inform.

To better quantify the relative performance between Inform and JIDT, we consider the ratio of the average time for each history length:

\[
\tau = \frac{\langle t_{\text{JIDT}} \rangle}{\langle t_{\text{Inform}} \rangle}.
\]

This “performance ratio” is plotted against the history length for each architecture (Intel Xeon and Intel i5) in Figure 2. Inform shows consistently higher performance, often running \(2 - 4\times\) faster than JIDT for the same basic computations. Average active information shows variable performance when the run times are typically on the order of 1 sec. for both toolkits, so the comparison is somewhat tenuous.

\textsuperscript{13}https://github.com/elife-asu/inform/issues

In addition to comparing the run time performance, we compared the results of the calculations for all values of \(k\). In every case, the results from Inform and JIDT never differed by \(1 \times 10^{-6}\) bits or greater. These results suggest that, while JIDT offers many benefits over Inform including its support for continuously-valued data and a wider range of parameters (e.g., source embedding, embedding delays, source-target delay), it offers little or no performance benefit.

IV. DEMONSTRATIONS

In this section we provide a few examples of how to use the Inform library. An exhaustive collection of examples is provided in the examples directory of Inform’s source distribution.

A. Empirical Distributions

We start with a simple example of how to use the inform_dist structure to estimate a probability distribution from a binary sequence of events, listing 1. The inform_dist_infer function allocates a distribution of the proper size and records observations from an array of discrete events. In this case, two observations are made of the event “0” and three of event “1”. The inform_dist_dump function can then be used to output (or “dump”) the probabilities of each event to an array. Alternatively, the
inform_dist_prob function can be used to query the probability of a given event.

```c
#include <assert.h>
#include <inform/inform.h>
#define BASE 2
#define N 5
int main()
{
    int events[N] = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1};
    double probs[BASE];
    inform_dist *dist = inform_dist_init(events, N);
    printf("prob(1) == prob_s[1] = %f\n", probs[1]);
    free(local
    assert(inform_dist_prob(dist, 0) == probs[0]);
    assert(inform_dist_prob(dist, 1) == probs[1]);
}
```

Listing 1. Estimate a probability distribution from a binary sequence of events.

This is only a sample of the functionality provided around the inform_dist structure. See the examples/dist directory for examples of each function in the suite.

B. Shannon Information Measures

As described in section II-A, the Shannon information measures are defined on the inform_dist structure. In this subsection, we give an example of how to compute the Shannon entropy of a distribution. In listing 2, we demonstrate how to allocate a inform_dist using the inform_dist_alloc function. The resulting distribution can record observations of two events, “0” or “1”. With the distribution allocated, the inform_dist_accumulate function accumulates the observations from an array. This is functionally equivalent to inform_dist_infer which was used in listing 1. Once the distribution has been created, computing its entropy is as simple as calling the inform_shannon_entropy function.

```c
#include <assert.h>
#include <inform/inform.h>
#define BASE 2
#define N 5
int main()
{
    int events[N] = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1};
    inform_dist *dist = inform_dist_alloc(2);
    inform_dist_accumulate(dist, events, N);
    double h = inform_shannon_entropy(dist, BASE);
    assert(h == -0.4*\log2(0.4) - 0.6*\log2(0.6));
}
```

Listing 2. Estimate the entropy of an empirical distribution of binary events.

A host of information measures are provided by the inform/inform.h header. For examples of how to use each function, see Inform’s examples/shannon directory.

C. Time Series Measures

The time series measures are the most commonly used functions in the Inform library. Listing 3 provides a complete example of how to estimate the average and local transfer entropy between two base-4 time series. To demonstrate this, we use the inform_random_ints function to construct a source time series and then shift and copy it to a target time series. The expected result is that the average transfer entropy from source to target will be near 2.0 bits. The inform_transfer_entropy is employed to compute this value, and the result is printed to the screen if the function succeeds. The time series measures can fail for a variety of reasons ranging from invalid arguments to exhausted system memory. The inform_error enum provides an error code which describes the reason for the function’s failure. The example proceeds to compute the local transfer entropy, which returns an allocated array of local values.

```c
#include <assert.h>
#include <inform/inform.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define N 100
#define B 4
#define K 1
int main()
{
    inform_random_seed();
    int *source = inform_random_ints(0, B, N);
    int *target = calloc(N, sizeof(int));
    for (size_t i = 0; i < N - 1; ++i)
        target[i+1] = source[i];
    inform_error err = INFORM_SUCCESS;
    double te = inform_transfer_entropy(source, target, 1, N, B, K, &err);
    if (inform_succeeded(err))
        printf("TE sources: \%0.3lf\n", te);
    else
        printf("ERROR: %s\n", inform_strerror(err));
    double *local_te =
        inform_local_transfer_entropy(source, target, 1, N, B, K, NULL, &err);
    assert(inform_succeeded(err));
    free(local_te);
}
```

Listing 3. Estimate the average and local transfer entropy from discrete data.

All of the time series measures follow the same basic calling conventions as inform_transfer_entropy. For a complete set of examples, see Inform’s examples/timeseries directory.

D. Utility Functions

Our final example, (listing 4), demonstrates how to use Inform’s utility functions to estimate the collective active information of two continuous time series, node1 and node2. It begins by binning each time series into two bins, \(x < 0.5\) or \(x \geq 0.5\), using the inform_bin_bounds function. Once binned, the series are black-boxed with inform_black_box to produce a base-4 time series. Each time step of this black-boxed time series, series, represents the collective state of the two binned time series. From series, the collective active information with \(k = 1\) is estimated with the inform_active_info function.

While this example is deliberately simplistic, it demonstrates some of the flexibility provided by the utility functions. A complete set of examples for Inform’s utility functions can be found in the examples/utilities directory.
E. Foreign Language Wrappers

Inform’s API is designed to make it easy to use from higher-level languages. Even so, calling C from other languages is no nicer than writing C directly. To improve user experience and address a large audience, several foreign language wrappers are currently under active development. These efforts allow users of these languages to painlessly install and use Inform without having to refer directly to the C functions. Further, they allow the user to write idiomatic code in their chosen language, creating the illusion of a native package with the performance of a C library. Table II presents a list of the packages under active development.

To demonstrate the utility of these packages, we conclude this section with a Python translation of listing 3. The example in listing 5 uses the NumPy14 and PyInform to compute the transfer entropy between two base-4 time series.

```
#include <inform/inform.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define N 5
#define B 2
#define K 1
int main()
{
    double threshold = 0.5;
    double node1[N] = { 0.5, 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 0.7};
    double node2[N] = { 0.1, 0.9, 0.4, 0.7, 0.4};
    int data[2*N];
    inform_bin_bounds(node1, N, &threshold, 1, data, NULL);
    inform_bin_bounds(node2, N, &threshold, 1, data + N, NULL);
    int series[5];
    inform_black_box(data, 2, 1, N, (int[]){B,B},
                     (size_t[]){1,1}, NULL, series, NULL);
    double ai = inform_active_info(series, 1, N, 2*B, K, NULL);
    printf("AI = %.3lf \n", ai); // 1.000b
}
```

Listing 4. Estimate the average collective active information of two continuous time series.

```
import numpy as np
from pyinform import transfer_entropy

source = np.random.randint(0, 4, 100)
target = np.zeros(100, dtype=np.int)
target[1:] = source[0:-1]
te = transfer_entropy(source, target, k=1)
print("TE_{64} = %.3f" % (k, te))
local_te = transfer_entropy(source, target, k=1, local=True)
```

Listing 5. Using PyInform to estimate the average and local transfer entropy from discrete data.

PyInform takes care of converting any errors produced by Inform into idiomatic Python exceptions, and simplifies the calling conventions. The other wrappers make similar modifications to the APIs so their use feels natural.

14http://www.numpy.org/